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 Each room, stuffed with treasures, requires the player to solve a series of puzzles and challenges before they are allowed to
explore. Other puzzles – and they are many – require the use of an iPad – which acts as a companion in the game. Elements of

the game include exploration, narrative, puzzle solving, inventory management, mini-games and the use of the iPad as a
companion device. Ravenhearst is a platform game, but with a hint system to prevent the frustration that can often occur with
such games. Gameplay The player assumes the role of a 'Master Detective', or "Ravenhearst" for short, and is presented with a
series of rooms to explore in Ravenhearst. Each room is locked by a key that can be found in a series of containers around the
manor. As each room is opened and discovered, the player is presented with a short description of the room's contents, along

with puzzles that require the player to solve in order to access the room's treasures. If the player succeeds, the room is unlocked
and the player can begin exploring the rest of the manor. Each room contains a different set of puzzles that are designed to

appeal to a range of ages and abilities. The puzzles can be broken down into three basic types. Visual puzzles require the player
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to manipulate objects in the room in a specific way; for example, turning a dial to a specific position, or using a sequence of
coloured blocks. The player is also required to use the iPad as a guide, to help them solve the visual puzzles. The second type of
puzzle is environmental, where the player has to use their detective skills to interpret clues found in the room, such as a broken
box spring in the floor. The third type are mathematical. Ravenhearst's puzzles are of this type. The player has to calculate an
answer based on clues provided within the puzzle. The iPad acts as a companion device throughout the game. It is used to help
the player solve visual puzzles, manage inventory and check if a room has been unlocked. The iPad can also be used to open a
door. The player can view a hint when an iPad is nearby, but cannot hear it. The puzzles on the iPad are designed to encourage
exploration and complement the narrative storyline of the game. Plot The main character of Ravenhearst is Nick, a 12-year-old

boy. He is studying at St. Antony's school in London. After 82157476af
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